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1. Home
Home window (dashboard overview)
In the home (dashboard) window you get a simple graphical overview of today's turnover
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2. Sales
Turnover
It provides an overview of top selling products, top selling users, top selling register, top
selling shops and total turnover of period. You can also filter by date and store. It is also
possible to set a refresh rate for turnover.
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KPI (Key performance indicators)
An overview of Key performance indicators such as sales amount, sales pieces, gross margin,
basket (quantity / size) and sale. You can also search KPI by dates.

Orders
In Orders you can see all completed sales, listed by date and time. You can filter by date, Order
ID, Shop name, Username or Sequence ID. You can see the total on the sale. You can also
download the order as a PDF.
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EOD (End of day)
In EOD you see an overview of when the cash register was opened / closed, the name of the
cash register, shop name and sequence ID.
If the cashier has added a comment, it will also appear on the far right. You can also filter on the
values mentioned above.
To the right you can download the report as CSV or PDF. You also have the option to download
a CSV file for all shops (ALL CSV).

In the Auto email tab, you can set the EOD report to be sent automatically to a specific email
address when the EOD is completed.
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Sales reports
The sales report provides an overview of your shops' total sales in ecommerce and in stores.
By default, the sales report shows sales for the current month. You can choose to search by
date and / or shop name.

To the right you can download sales reports for all your stores. There are five types of reports
- Product CSV, Transactions CSV, Sales Report PDF, Cashier sales report PDF and
Accounting categories report PDF

You can also download sales reports for each store.
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Tender types
If you have set up a custom payment method, it will appear under tender types. In POS, in
the payment window it will be an option to pay with "Miscellaneous".
This type of tender type is used, for example, if you buy vouchers from a shopping center that
acts as tender types in all shops at the center. Tender types can also be set up as corporate
agreement for a company where the employees use this type of tender type in, for example,
the canteen.

You define the different tender types under SETTINGS - TENDER TYPES. See picture
below. (Covers this set up later in the manual)
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Gift card summary
Types:
An overview of the type of gift cards you have. You see how many units are left, total
balance, units total and total amount. You can also filter types of cards by date. By default,
the types you have are displayed from today's date to one month ahead.
Cards:
Shows what type of cards are sold in the various shops. You can search by store name to
see card information for a specific shop. Here you get an overview of total sold, total amount,
total units, total amount redeemed and total units redeemed.
You can also filter card types by date. By default, the types you have are displayed from
today's date to one month from now.
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Product Ordering Suggestions
Here you have the opportunity to get a report on product order proposals for the stores.
Based on the ability to define minimum stock quantities for products in each
stock location, the report will give you suggestions quantities of each product you can order,
to ensure that you stay above the minimum levels.
1. Choose the stock location

2. Choose the shop

3. Choose the next restock date and then hit the REPORT button
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4. A report will be displayed with product name, quantity, minimal quantity, avg. per day and
suggested restock.
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3. Inventory
Categories

1.

Hit the “Add new category”
button

2.

Set a category colour or an
image.

3.

Name the category.

4. Set parent category if you

5.

Set the age limit if the category

6.

Hit the save button when
finished. The new
category will appear on
the left.

want subcategories.

contains products that indicate
it. If there is no age limit, leave
it blank.

Edit a category
On the left you can tap the category you want to change. When you have finished changes,
press UPDATE CATEGORY.
Under PRODUCTS IN CATEGORY you can see which products belong to this category.
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Products
Under DETAILS-tab, enter product details. Be thorough. Good basic data is important for the
rest of the business. Note that name and SKU are required fields. Select SAVE PRODUCT
when ready. Repeat for all your products.

1.

Set stock. How to set
stock will be covered
later.

5. Typing shop groups.

9. Define a device on the

2. Set product price, how
to set price will be
covered later.

3. Enter product name.
(required).

4. Enter a category if the
product belongs to a
certain category.

6. Set accounting
category, by default
“others”.

7. Enter product
description.

8. Put a color on the

10. Set the age limit on the

11. Enter SKU (required).

product, e.g. pc, cm, g,

product. If there is no

kg, l, m, m2 etc.

age limit, leave it blank.

product that appears
on the button in POS.
12. Enter product id.

13. - ACTIVATE: Enable/disable products, disable products will not be available in the POS.
- OFFLINE: An offline product is loaded into the POS and available when browsing products. Online products
will only appear in a product search.
- ADD-ON: Product is an add-on for other products.
- PRINT PRODUCT RECEIPT: Switch to enable/disable the printing of a separate product receipt when this
product is sold in POS.
- HIDE FROM WEB: Enable/disable the display of products in web shops, web pages and external apps.
- EXCLUDE FROM ORDERING SUGGESTIONS: Apply to products that are bought for one season in advice,
products that are going out of assortment and other cases.
- VARIABLE PRICE: Could be used if price is based on the weight of the product.
- BLOCK IN SELF-CHECKOUT: Enable/disable product sale blocking in POS self-checkout mode.
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How to set stock on product?
1. When you tap on the “Stocks” button, a new window appears.

1. It shows a list of all your Stock Locations.
2. You can make stock adjustments by entering stock quantity into fields. It can be a
positive or negative integer/decimal number.
3. In the “Quantity” column we show the quantity of this product stock at the moment,
before adjustment. You can choose a reason code for your adjustment (4), but it's not
required. For positive stock adjustments only reason codes that are marked as
“positive” will be shown. Likewise, for negative stock adjustments only reason codes
that are marked as “negative” will be shown.
When a sale happens in POS, “Sale” systemic reason code is assigned to the event
automatically. As well, if return happens in POS, “Return” systemic reason code is assigned
to the event automatically.
(!) For now it's not possible to add Reason Codes when making stock adjustments from POS.
But it's coming to POS in the near future.
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VARIANTS-tab.
Here you can set different variations on a product. For example, on a sweater you would like
to put different sizes, but the same price, on body lotion, you have different sizes and different
prices. You can also put stock on the different varieties.
Press the remove button to the right of the defined variant to remove it from the product.

To inherit the price from the product you created for the different variants, press "PRICE" "ADD DEFAULT" then “OK”. This is done, for example, on clothes that have different sizes,
but the same price.

You also have the option to set up "ADD TO GO", which is used on e.g. products such as
food / drink - take away. Products that are not eaten / drunk in the cafe / restaurant have their
own VAT rate. Using the "ADD TO GO" button, you set a predefined VAT rate.
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ADD-ON PRODUCTS-tab.
When you create a product earlier, you have the option to set the product as an ADD-ON.
See the image below.

Under the ADD-ON PRODUCTS-tab, you can search for add-ons to the main product. For
example, if the main product is coffee, you can set an add-on that can be e.g. “sugar” that
you created earlier. Search for add-on in the search field and select.

Hit the UPDATE PRODUCT to save. In POS, you will then have the opportunity to choose
sugar for your coffee as an ad-on.
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Stock
Here you can set up stock locations. Fill in information. Stock location name is the only one
required.
To the left you can see already created stock locations.

Stock locations possibilities
Choose a stock location to the left. Under DETAILS-tab you see information about the stock
location.
The STOCK-tab gives you an overview of the stock. You can search by product name or
search by sku.
You can download a stock report as PDF or CSV that gives you details about your stock.
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The EVENTS-tab
Here you see all events that have occurred on your stock, such as goods receipt, inventory
counts, stock adjustments, store transfer etc. How to adjust your stock etc will be covered in
the SmartStore App manual.
You have the option to download a CSV report for all shops by pressing ALL CSV, or for the
individual store you have selected on the left by pressing CSV.

To the right of each event, you can download a PDF report for the specific event.
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4. Shops
Shops
To create a new shop, fill in the relevant information. Shop name, Price region, and Stock
location are required. To the left you see all your stores.
Price region is pre-filled with default. You can create more price regions and connect these to
different shops. From the product page, you can then define the prices for the product in each
region, meaning that prices for products can now be different between shops. The currency
used in each shop also follows the price region, so different shops could have different
currencies. How to set up a separate price region is covered later in this manual.
To set a stock location, a stock location must have been created first, as shown earlier in this
manual. If you do not set a stock location, it will have the same name as the shop.
Layout template will be covered later in this document.
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Shop groups
Here you can group your stores into shop groups. If you have many shops, it may be
appropriate to group shops to which city they belong and the like.
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POS templates
Layout template editor let you define product button templates for how you want to display
sales buttons for products.
Under the DETAILS-Tab, fill in the layout template Name (required). Set up the number of
rows and columns (required). Default is 5 x 5.
On the left you see your created templates.

Under the LAYOUT-Tab you can define products you want to display in POS by dragging
them down into the drop zone.
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1. Buttons for “Add new page” and “Remove folder items”
2. Button for “Add folder”

By pressing the Add folder button, you have the opportunity to create a folder that contains
products. You can rename the folder, open it, set a color, or delete it.
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5. Discounts and Gift cards
Discounts and Gift cards set up are covered in a separate manual

6. Users
Users
Create a new user for POS and Backoffice by filling in information about the user. FULL
NAME and SELECT ROLE is required.
There are three predefined roles you can give the user that cover most user permissions, but
you can also define your own roles. It will be covered later.
IS CASHIER is checked off by default. Recommends setting a pin code for each user.
If the register is to function as a self-payment, both IS CASHIER and SELF-CHECKOUT
must be set. A pin code is required for a self checkout register.
Press SAVE USER when done. On the left you see a list of created users.
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Roles
On the left you will see a list of the predefined roles in Wallmob.

Create a new role
1. Enter a role NAME and press SAVE ROLE

2. Under CONFIGURATIONS-Tab you can set which parameters should apply to the role.
Press UPDATE ROLE to save.
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3. Under RIGHTS-Tab you can set which rights the user should have. Press UPDATE ROLE to
save.

Customers
Fill in relevant information about the customer. The customer's name is required. Press SAVE
when done. All created customers are listed on the left.
Set CUSTOMER GROUP if the customer is to be part of a customer group, e.g. to get
various benefits. Which benefits the customer receives is set up under DISCOUNTS where
you can define which customer groups receive which benefits / discounts etc.
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Customers groups
Create new customer group by filling in NAME and press SAVE

How to use CUSTOMER GROUPS
1. Create new customer groups in USERS - CUSTOMER GROUP. Press SAVE.

2. Go to DISCOUNTS - PREDEFINED DISCOUNTS or CAMPAIGNS. Set up a discount/
campaign and add the customer group the campaign / discount will apply to.

Now you can add customers to the customer group who will receive this promotion/ discount.
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7. Settings
Account
Company, user data, license, change license and card options for your company/shop.
The Change license option: Adjust according to how many POS your shop wants.

The Card option: Activate and fill in credit card information for payment of Wallmob license.

Payments
An overview of your Wallmob license payments
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Integrations
Opportunity to integrate with different systems.

Registers
Set up a new Register. Give it a NAME, link it to a SHOP and set REGISTER TYPE (POS or
KDS) POS is default. KDS is covered in a separate document.
Set THIS REGISTER HAS AN INTEGRATED CARD TERMINAL if you have an integrated
card terminal.
Press CREATE REGISTER when done.

Customer prefixes
To create new customer prefixes. Press SAVE when done.
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Reasons code
Creation of reason codes for stock adjustments
Stock feature functionality – reason codes. You will be able to create reason code, reason
why the adjustment to stock was made, and report on the reasons selected. You can find this
feature in Backoffice - SETTINGS - REASONS CODES.

Reason codes have a text name, an id, and a selection if the reason code is positive, neutral
or negative adjustment.
-

If the adjustment is positive, the number sent increases the stock of that product.
If the adjustment is negative, the number sent decreases the stock of that product.

-

If the adjustment is neutral, the stock is not changed. This applies when doing Inventory
Count in POS (Not yet implemented).

Initially, three systemic codes are created - Sale (negative), Return (positive) and Count
(neutral).
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VAT-Rates
To the left you see predefined VAT rates. You also have the option to define your own VAT
rate if needed.

Price-regions
You can create more price regions and connect these to different shops. From the product
page, you can then define the prices for the product in each region, meaning that prices for
products can now be different between shops. The currency used in each shop also follows
the price region, so different shops could have different currencies.
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Electronic Journal
Generates a JSON file of events in your shop. You can choose which shop, which register
and specify the date range.

Tender types
You can set up a custom payment method. In POS, in the payment window it will be an
option to pay with "Miscellaneous".
This type of tender type is used, for example, if you buy vouchers from a shopping center that
acts as tender types in all shops at the center. Tender types can also be set up as corporate
agreement for a company where the employees use this type of tender type in, for example,
the canteen.

Give the tender type a name and set the value
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Configurations
Here you can turn on / off / configure parameters for your shop.
You can e.g. add your own logo on the receipt.
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